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Abstract We present a short overview of the PAX
physics case for polarized antiprotons. In order to pro-

gress towards a stored polarized antiproton beam, it

is crucial to understand the interaction of polarized

protons with unpolarized electrons. Therefore investi-
gations that address in particular the contributions of

electrons to the polarization buildup of a stored proton

beam are presented here in more detail. The measure-

ment of the depolarizing pe cross section settled a long–

standing controversy about the role of electrons in the
polarization buildup of a stored beam by spin–filtering.

Instead of studying the buildup of polarization in an

initially unpolarized beam, here the inverse situation

was investigated by observation of the depolarization
of an initially polarized beam. For the first time, elec-

trons in the electron cooler have been used as a target

to study their depolarizing effect on a 49.3 MeV pro-

ton beam orbiting in COSY The foreseen spin–filtering

experiments at COSY–Jülich and at the AD of CERN
are briefly discussed as well.
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1 The PAX experiment

The QCD physics potential of experiments with high

energy polarized antiprotons is enormous, but up to
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now high–luminosity experiments have been impossi-
ble. The situation would change dramatically with the

production of stored polarized antiproton beams, and

the subsequent realization of a double–polarized high–

luminosity antiproton–proton collider. The list of fun-
damental physics issues to be addressed with such a

collider includes the measurement of transversity, the

quark transverse polarization inside a transversely po-

larized proton, which constitutes the last missing lead-

ing twist piece of the QCD description of the partonic
structure of the nucleon. The transversity can be di-

rectly accessed only via double–polarized antiproton–

proton Drell–Yan production. It should be noted, that

without a measurement of the transversity, the spin to-
mography of the proton will remain incomplete. Other

items of interest are the measurement of the phases of

the timelike form factors of the proton, and double–

polarized hard antiproton–proton scattering.

The PAX collaboration (Polarized Antiproton eX-

periments) has formulated its ambitious physics pro-

gram [1] and a Technical Proposal [2] has recently
been submitted for the new Facility for Antiproton and

Ion Research (FAIR) to be built at GSI in Darmstadt,

Germany. The uniqueness and the strong scientific mer-

its that would become available with the advent of

stored beams of polarized antiprotons have been well
received [3], and there is now an urgency to convinc-

ingly demonstrate experimentally that a high degree of

antiproton beam polarization can be reached. The sug-

gested collider aims at luminosities in excess of 1031

cm−2s−1. An integral part of such a machine is a dedi-

cated large–acceptance Antiproton Polarizer Ring (APR)

[4], for which a basic design has been developed [5].
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2 Towards polarized Antiprotons

For more than two decades, physicists have tried to pro-

duce beams of polarized antiprotons [6], generally with-

out success. Conventional methods like atomic beam

sources, appropriate for the production of polarized pro-

tons and heavy ions cannot be applied, since antipro-
tons annihilate with matter. Polarized antiprotons have

been produced from the decay in flight of Λ̄ hyperons

at Fermilab. The intensities achieved with antiproton

polarizations P > 0.35 never exceeded 1.5 · 105 s−1 [7].
Scattering of antiprotons off a liquid hydrogen target

could yield polarizations of P ≈ 0.2, with beam inten-

sities of up to 2 · 103 s−1 [8]. Small angle p̄C scatter-

ing has been studied at LEAR, but the observed an-

tiproton polarizations are negligibly small [9,10]. Un-
fortunately, all the above mentioned approaches do not

allow efficient accumulation in a storage ring, which

would greatly enhance the luminosity. Spin splitting us-

ing the Stern–Gerlach separation of the given magnetic
substates in a stored antiproton beam was proposed in

1985 [11]. Although the theoretical understanding has

much improved since then [12], spin splitting using a

stored beam has yet to be observed experimentally. In

contrast to that, a convincing proof of the spin–filtering
principle was provided by the FILTEX experiment at

the TSR–ring in Heidelberg [13].

3 Do unpolarized electrons affect the

polarization of a stored beam?

The original idea of PAX to use polarized electrons to
produce a polarized beam of antiprotons [4] has trig-

gered further theoretical work on the subject, which led

to a new suggestion by a group from Mainz [14,15] to

use co–moving electrons (or positrons) at slightly differ-

ent velocities than the orbiting protons (or antiprotons)
as a means to polarize the stored beam. The cross sec-

tion for ep spin–flip predicted by the Mainz group in a

numerical calculation is as large as about 2·1013 barn, if

the relative velocities between proton (antiproton) and
electron (positron) are adjusted to v/c ≈ 0.002. At the

same time, analytical predictions for the same quantity

by a group from Novosibirsk [16] range well below a

mbarn. Thus prior to the experiment, the two theoreti-

cal estimates differed by about 16 orders of magnitude.
It should be also emphasized, that the practical use of

the ep or e+p̄ processes to polarize anything is excluded

if the spin–flip cross sections are smaller than about 107

barn.
In order to provide an experimental answer for this

puzzle, the ANKE and PAX collaborations joined forces

at COSY and mounted an experiment, where for the

Fig. 1 Using events from elastic pd scattering, two Silicon de-
tector telescopes mounted near the deuterium beam (D2) of the
ANKE cluster jet target measure the change of the proton (p)
beam polarization induced by the depolarizing ep spin–flips in
the COSY electron cooler.

Fig. 2 Identification of pd elastic scattering in the detector sys-
tem.

first time, electrons in the electron cooler have been

used as a target, and in which the effect of electrons on

the polarization of a 49.3 MeV proton beam orbiting in

COSY was determined. Instead of studying the buildup

of polarization in an initially unpolarized beam, here
the inverse situation was investigated by observation of

the depolarization of an initially polarized beam. The

proton beam polarization has been measured by making

use of the analyzing power of pd elastic scattering on
a deuterium cluster jet target. The experimental setup

of the polarimeter consisting of two telescopes, each of

them containing two 300 µm thick layers of Silicon, is

depicted in Fig. 1.

The energy deposit in the first detector layer is plot-
ted as a function of the energy deposit in the second

layer in Fig. 2. The upper band corresponds to deuterons

and the lower one to protons from pd elastic scattering.
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Fig. 3 Ratio of the measured polarizations
Pdetuned

Ptuned

as function

of the proton kinetic energy in the electron rest frame.

The depolarizing cross section is determined from

the ratio of the measured beam polarizations Pdetuned

and Ptuned (Fig. 3). These polarizations correspond to

well–defined changes of the electron velocity with re-

spect to the protons, which were achieved by detuning
the accelerating voltage in the electron cooler by a spe-

cific amount.

The depolarizing cross section is plotted in Fig. 4

as a function of the magnitude of the electron velocity
in the proton rest frame. The measurement shows that

the predictions by the Mainz group were too large by at

least six orders of magnitude. It should be noted that

very recently, the Mainz group has submitted two er-

rata to their original publications stating that because
of numerical problems in the calculation their theoreti-

cal estimates were too large by about 15 orders of mag-

nitude.

4 Spin–Filtering Experiments at COSY and AD

The depolarization study constitutes the first step of

investigations at COSY, shedding light on the ep spin–
flip cross sections when the target electrons are unpo-

larized. The experimental finding rules out the practi-

cal use of polarized leptons to polarize a beam of an-

tiprotons with present–day technologies. This leaves us

with the only proven method to polarize a stored beam
in situ, namely spin filtering by the strong interaction.

At present, we are lacking a complete quantitative un-

derstanding of all underlying processes, therefore the

PAX collaboration is aiming at high–precision polar-
ization buildup studies with transverse and longitudi-

nal polarization using stored protons in COSY [17]. The

buildup process itself can be studied in detail, because

in this situation the spin–dependence of the pp interac-

tion is completely known. The polarized internal target

required for these investigations was previously used at

the HERMES experiment at HERA/DESY. Including

the target polarimeter, it has meanwhile been relocated
to Jülich [18], where it is presently set up to be installed

together with a large–acceptance detector system for

the determination of target and beam polarizations in

a dedicated low–β section at COSY.

In contrast to the pp system, the experimental ba-

sis for predicting the polarization buildup in a stored

antiproton beam by spin filtering is practically non–

existent. Therefore, it is of high priority to perform,
subsequently to the COSY experiments, a series of ded-

icated spin–filtering experiments using stored antipro-

tons. The AD–ring at CERN is a unique facility at

which stored antiprotons in the appropriate energy range

are available with characteristics that meet the require-
ments for the first–ever antiproton polarization buildup

studies. At the same time, the equipment required for

the dedicated spin–filtering experiments at the AD, i.e.

the polarized internal target and the new low–β sec-
tion, an efficient polarimeter to determine target and

beam polarizations, and a Siberian snake to maintain

the longitudinal beam polarization, must be extensively

commissioned and tested at COSY, prior to the exper-

imental investigations at CERN. Already in 2005, the
PAX collaboration suggested in a Letter–of–Intent [19]

to the SPS committee of CERN to study the polar-

ization buildup via spin filtering of stored antiprotons

by multiple passage through a polarized internal hy-
drogen gas target, because only through these investi-

gations, one can obtain direct access to the spin de-

pendence of the total p̄p cross sections. Apart from the

obvious interest for the general theory of p̄p interac-

tions, the knowledge of these cross sections is necessary
for the interpretation of unexpected features of the p̄p,

and other antibaryon–baryon pairs, contained in final

states in J/Ψ and B–decays. Once these experiments

have provided an experimental data base, the design of
a dedicated APR can be targeted, as the next major

milestone.
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